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Company Profile Sheet
Position
Realtron

Tech.

Inc. positions itself as the leading integrated networking embedded

software total solutions provider. The goal is to enable faster networking product
development in exchange for early market entry leading our clients toward good
profits.

Overview
Facing speedy innovated revolutions in this
networking processing business as it is today.
Time-to-Market is the absolute key to success
and great profit margins. In order to survive,
network equipment and system providers must
somehow

conquer the challenges of

compressing product development cycles,
extending the flexibility as well as multiplying
product performance.
Over the years Realtron has developed a
reputation for providing easy and quick solution
to embedded systems as well complete supports to our customers. They selected
Realtron because they know that our software can save their valuable time on
system developing and certainly can rush their products to the target markets.

Technology
Realtron is masterful with embedded network
software. Many of our clients, networking
systems companies found their product
development cycles was reduced by half and
millions dollars were saved thanks to our
professions in the development of portable
embedded protocol with supporting of embedded
Internet protocols on CISC, RISC and DSP
architectures. Realtron offers a pre-integrated
layer 2, 3, 4 and real-time kernel software
components total solution for SoC industry as well
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as chassis based I.S.P. market.
With its own innovative HoloDeck TM technology, which offers the fastest approach
for product prototype development, Realtron provides the world-class embedded
product development to the networking and system companies.
In addition to its software development, Realtron also operates a full-fledged
Internetworking product development consultant services, providing system
planning, architect, design, integration, troubleshooting and custom software
development, with an emphasis on any embedded system /windows networking
environments.

Team Work
“Our development team has more than 200 years of combined networking software and
systems experience.“ ---- George Shung , V.P. of Technology; Realtron Technology
Inc.---Realtron organizes an outstanding team of professionals with strong backgrounds
and specialties in network system software developing. We have one good team
with experience from many advanced companies in the industry. Realtron's
engineering expertise includes Software System Architect, routing protocol, big
ISP’s network management, Layer 2 issues, wireless driver /protocol,
Wireless CDMA Systems, Wireless LANs, SNMP/Web Management, Java
Applet/Web, Server Management, system related code and etc.

Partnership
Realtron has good partnerships with many

network system companies and semiconductor
OEMs. We works closely with our partners to
optimize our software performance and we
welcome more friendly partners in the future.
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